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Relationship between compressibility and hydrogen
absorption in some Haucke compounds
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Abstract

In this paper, we present the results of ab-initio band structure calculations based on the local approximation of the density functional
theory for several hydrogen absorbing AB5 compounds YNi5, LaNi5, LaCu5, and some substituted compounds such as LaNi4.5Al0.5, LaNi4Al,
LaNi4Cu, LaNi4.5Si0.5, LaNi4.5Ge0.5, and LaNi4.5Sn0.5. The calculated bulk moduli obtained by total energy minimizations are in satisfactory
agreement with available experimental data. These results are used, in conjunction with electronic features such as band filling and Fermi
e in Haucke
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nergy characteristics, to discuss the relationship between compressibilities, electronic structure and H-absorption properties
ompounds.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Since in Haucke AB5 compounds as well as in most
-absorbing transition metals and intermetallic compounds

IMC), the hydrogen absorption is accompanied by a large
olume increase, the compressibility of the matrix is expected
o play an important role. The elastic energy spent in the
attice expansion and the energy gained from the chemical

etal–hydrogen interaction are indeed the antagonist key
actors that control the stability of the hydrides. While the
atter is of pure electronic origin, the former involves elec-
ronic as well as lattice properties. Substitutions at the A
r B sites by elements of different sizes and (or) chemical
ature are expected to affect both the electronic and elas-

ic properties of the IMCs and consequently their hydro-
en absorption properties. Experimentally, substitutions have
een widely used to modulate the thermodynamic properties
f hydrogen absorbing IMCs, and modify two parameters
rucial for the applications of these materials, namely the
lateau pressure of the hydrogen desorption isotherms and
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the maximum hydrogen absorption capacity[1,2]. Empirical
correlations have been established between the value
plateau pressure of the isotherms,pH2, and (i) the unit ce
volume[3,4] and (ii) the compressibility of the lattice es
mated from measurements of the Debye temperature[3,5,6].
These experimental results indicate that the plateau
sure of the isotherms,pH2, decreases with increasing u
cell volume of the IMC, and with increasing value of
compressibility. However, considering the approximation
which the estimates of the compressibility rely, these co
lations need further investigations. In very recent years
increasing number of measurements by ultrasonic techn
of the elastic properties of hydrogen absorbing Laves p
[7] as well as substituted Haucke compounds became
able[8,9] while theoretical calculations remain very sca
[10].

In this paper, we present the results of a systematic in
tigation, by means of ab-initio band structure calculation
the electronic structure and bulk moduli of a series of Ha
compounds YNi5, LaNi5, LaCu5, and some substituted allo
LaNi5−xMx (M = Al andx = 0.5, 1.0; M = Si, Ge, Sn an
x = 0.5; M = Cu andx = 1.0). The most salient features
the electronic and elastic properties are discussed in re
925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2004.09.079
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with experimental data and hydrogen absorption properties
of these materials.

2. Computational method

The electronic structure calculations have been performed
using the local density approximation of the density func-
tional theory within the linear muffin-tin orbitals method
and the atomic sphere approximation[11]. The exchange
and correlation term of the crystal potential was calculated
using the von Barth–Hedin[12] approach and the com-
bined correction terms were included to account for the
overlap of atomic spheres. The densities of states were ob-
tained with the linear energy tetrahedron method in a mesh
of 1 mRy.

In the hexagonal Haucke compound LaNi5 (space group
P6/mmm), the Ni atoms occupy two types of sites, the (2c)
basal plane and the (3g) middle plane sites. In the substituted
compounds LaNi5−xMx , the M elements were substituted
at the Ni (3g) sites since structural data show that for the
M elements and range ofx values under consideration, the
substitutions occur predominantly in the (3g) rather than in
the (2c) sites leading to supercells containing 12 atoms for
x = 0.5. The effects of substitutional disorder were ignored
in this work. The experimental structural data used in the
p
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Fig. 1. Total density of states (full line, left hand side scale) and number of
electrons (dashed line, right hand side scale) of YNi5, LaNi5, LaNi4.5Al0.5,
and LaNi4Al. The Fermi energy is chosen as the origin of energies.

The DOSs of LaNi5−xAlx (x = 0.5 and 1.0) represented
in Fig. 1 show that asx increases, the contributions of the
Al-s states located between−8 and−4 eV, and of the Al-p
states located at higher energies increase; the filling of the
Ni-d states increases and the DOS atEF decreases, in good
agreement with the experimental trend obtained by Chung
et al.[6] from electronic specific heat data. In LaNi4Al, the
Fermi level falls in a deep of the DOS separating the filled
Ni-3d from the empty La-5d states suggesting that further
increase in the substitution rate would lead to an increase of
N(EF), as observed experimentally[6].

In the group IV substituted compounds LaNi5−xMx (M =
Si, Ge, Sn,x = 0.5), in contrast to the Al substituted alloys,
the M-s states form distinct structures in the DOS below
−8 eV, as shown inFig. 2while the M-p states are hybridized
with the nickel and La occupied states. The Ni substitution
by these isovalent s–p elements lead to a progressive filling
of the Ni-d peak and to a decrease of N(EF). The Fermi level
characteristics appear to be more sensitive to the substitution
rate than to the chemical nature of the isovalent substituting
elements[23].

In the Al and Sn substituted hydrides, the progressive fill-
ing of the Ni-d bands as a function of increasing values ofx
can be correlated to the observed decrease in the maximum
hydrogen absorption capacity.
resent work are taken from Refs.[13–20].
We used at least 450 k points in the irreducible Brillo

one and 150 self-consistent cycles to obtain total ene
onverged at least up to 10−5 Ry. For each of the IMC, th
otal energies were calculated for 10–15 different value
he unit cell volume around the experimental one. The M
agham equation of state was then used to obtain the
oduli.

. Results and discussion

.1. Electronic structure

The occupied valence band of YNi5 is very similar to tha
f the isovalent compound LaNi5 [21,22] as shown in th
ensities of states plotted inFig. 1. It is essentially compose
f Ni-3d states hybridized with Y-4d states and with m
–p states. The Ni-3d bands are not entirely filled and
ermi energy falls bellow the valley that sepates the bon
i–Y from the antibonding Y–Ni states, in a region of h
ensity of Ni states, in agreement with low temperature e

ronic specific heat and magnetic susceptibility data[21]. As
reviously discussed for LaNi5 [21,22], these intermetallic
annot be considered as charge transfer compounds in
ent with photoemission data[21]. The essential differenc
etween the DOSs of YNi5 and LaNi5 are the presence
mpty 4f states in LaNi5 forming a narrow peak at 3 eV abo
F, and a slightly smaller width of the occupied Ni states
ociated to a larger unit cell volume.
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Fig. 2. Total density of states (full line, left hand side scale) and number
of electrons (dashed line, right hand side scale) of group IV substituted
compounds LaNi4.5M0.5 (M = Si, Ge, Sn). The Fermi energy is chosen as
the origin of energies.

The DOSs of the compounds substituted at the Ni site
by Cu, an s element of the 3d series, are plotted inFig.
3. In the DOS of LaNi4Cu, a new structure associated to
the 3d states of Cu centered around−3.5 eV appears be-
low the Fermi energy, and grows in intensity as the sub-
stitution rate increases. Concomitantly, a progressive filling
of the Ni-d peak by the Cu-s electrons and a decrease of
N(EF) are observed. In LaNi4Cu, the Ni-d states are not en-
tirely filled while in LaCu5, the Fermi energy falls at 1.8 eV
above the filled narrow Cu-d bands, in the La-5d states.
The calculated position of the additional Cu-d subband as
well as the progressive filling of the Ni-d states and de-
creasing value of N(EF) with increasing Cu content is in
agreement with photoemission data[24,25]. In contrast, we
have shown that the Ni substitution by a 3d element on its
left in the periodic table such as M= Mn, Fe, Co, leads to
a new M-3d structure centered above the Ni-3d peak and
to an increase of N(EF) since the Fermi energy is located
in the narrow additional M-3d subbands. The increase of
N(EF) leads to a tendency towards magnetic ordering asx
increases.

In Fig. 4, the calculated unenhanced values of the elec-
tronic specific heat coefficient coefficient obtained from the
bare DOSs at the Fermi energy are plotted against the avail-
able experimental data. The general trends are found to be in
good agreement.

Fig. 3. Total density of states (full line, left hand side scale) and number of
electrons (dashed line, right hand side scale) of LaNi4Cu and LaCu5. The
Fermi energy is chosen as the origin of energies.

3.2. Elastic properties

Using the calculated well converged total energies, the
bulk moduli in GPa derived from the Murnagham equation
of state are listed inTable 1. They are found to be in satis-
factory agreement with available experimental data on poly-
crystalline LaNi5−xMx (M = Al and 0< x < 1; M = Sn
and 0< x < 0.5) obtained recently with resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy and ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques[8,9] as
well as with data on polycristalline and single crystals of
LaNi5 [26,27]. In the substituted Haucke compounds, the
general trend observed indicates a decrease of the elastic
moduli with increasing values ofx.

Using the Debye temperatures obtained from their low
temperature heat capacity measurements, in conjunction with

F
p

ig. 4. Calculated unenhanced electronic specific heat coefficientγ vs. ex-
erimental data[5,6].
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Table 1
Calculated and measured bulk moduli (GPa)

Bcal (GPa) Bexp (GPa)

YNi5 163
LaNi5 149, 135a 139b, 137.4c, 135.2d

LaNi4Cu 139
LaCu5 114
LaNi4.5Al0.5 137 127.8c

LaNi4Al 130 126.6c

LaNi4.5Si0.5 143
LaNi4.5Ge0.5 142
LaNi4.5Sn0.5 123 129.8d

a Ref. [10]. b Ref. [26]. c Ref. [8]. d Ref. [9].

the relation derived by Madelung within the Debye theory,
Takeshita et al.[3,5] estimated the relative compressibilities
of several Haucke compounds. Their results provide a general
trend rather than absolute values, they point out to an increase
of the hydride stability with a decreasing lattice rigidity. In
the present calculation, the most rigid of the IMC investigated
is YNi5, in agreement with Takeshita et al.[3,5].

We find that when Ni is substituted by a given s or s–p
element, the rigidity of the lattice decreases when the sub-
stitution rate,x, increases. This result is in agreement with
the trend observed from ultrasonic measurements on the Al
and Sn substituted alloys[8,9]. Since the substitutions con-
sidered in our work lead to a lattice expansion, the calculated
decrease of the bulk moduli is also associated to lattice ex-
pansion effects.

In Fig. 5, we plotted the experimental values of the
isotherms plateau pressures,pH2, versus the calculated values
of the bulk moduli. From this plot, a correlation can be es-
tablihed between the stability of the hydrides and the rigidity
of the material. YNi5 is by far the least compressible mate-
rial and has the highest plateau pressure. For each family of
substituted compounds, the straight lines inFig. 5 are just
guide lines to the eye indicating the general trend between
the stability of the hydride, associated to a decrease ofpH2,
and the bulk modulus of the IMC.Fig. 5 shows clearly that

F he cal-
c

in each family, the most compressible materials correspond
to the most stable hydrides.

4. Summary and conclusions

In agreement with available electronic specific heat data,
we find that the substitutions of Ni by s–p elements of groups
III and IV lead to a decrease of the values of the densities
of states at the Fermi level, N(EF). For a given substituting
element, N(EF) decreases with increasing values of the sub-
stitution ratex. This decrease of N(EF) is associated to the
progressive filling of the Ni-d bands and is correlated to the
decrease in the maximum hydrogen absorption capacity of
the intermetallic compound. When Ni is substituted by Cu,
an additional subband associated to the Cu-d states develops
below the Ni-d structure of the DOS, its intensity increases
with increasing values ofx, in agreement with photoemission
data. As in the case of substitutions by s–p elements, the s
electrons of Cu contribute to a progressive filling of the Ni-d
bands, and thus to a decrease in N(EF). This behaviour is
very different from the results obtained in our previous work
by substitutions of Ni by transition elements located on its
left of the periodic table (Mn, Fe, Co).

The calculated bulk moduli are found to be in satisfac-
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ig. 5. Experimental values of the isotherms plateau pressures vs. t

ulated bulk moduli for all IMCs investigated in this work.
ory agreement with the available experimental data. We
Ni5 to be the most rigid of the IMCs under investigation
ach family of substituted LaNi5−xMx compounds, we sho

hat the rigidity decreases when the substitution rate
ilating element increases, a result in agreement with th
erimentally observed trends. Using experimental valu

he plateau pressures of the hydrogen desorption isoth
H2, we have establihed a systematic correlation betwee
alculated rigidity of the ICMs and the values ofpH2, that are
f paramount importance for the applications of hydro
torage materials. In each family of substituted compou
he most compressible ICMs lead to the most stable hydr
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